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In 2004, we introduced the electronic medical record system that included the cutting-edge
applications. However, there existed two major problems to solve in replacing the system in 2009;
one was an absolute improvement of the system performance, the other was to offer the
chronological and intuitive image of a patient’s medical information. The former has been
achieved by introducing the 64 bit Linux servers, and two-layer client/server connection, along
with high specification PC clients. The latter has been achieved by developing the new
applications which are designated as the Medical Viewer and Medical Explorer. We have also
developed and introduced the cutting-edge tools (e.g. the prescription knowledge tool, the USB
memory authentication and management system). When considering the future prospects, greater
efforts should be made to develop the cutting-edge tools for supporting clinical decision making
and also to provide precise data for the administrative management.
Key words : Electronic medical record, Performance, Patient’s information, Decision making support,
Knowledge base
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図１ The chronological development of the EMR of Toyama University Hospital and the related system.
In 2004, we first introduced the electronic medical record system and had prepared advancing tools before
service-in. However, the system response was delayed mainly because of the three-layer system configuration by
32 bit open frame (Windows) servers.
In order to improve the system, we decided to introduce the new hardware configuration in 2009.
Simultaneously, the edge-cutting applications have been developed, some of which have been adopted in the










































表１ The goals for the improvement at the replace in 2009











図２ The improvement of system response
The mean response time of one transaction at the second stage indicates one-third to one-fourth compared
with that at the first stage, regardless of business hours.
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図３ “Medical Viewer” application
The new tool for chronological and intuitive view of inpatients nicknamed as “Medical Viewer” has been
developed. The vital signs, interventions, orders, and records are displayed at the longitudinal axis. When
focusing on each cell, details are shown. The orders and records can be reutilized by one right mouse click.
図４ “Medical Explorer” application
The new tool for application for chronological and intuitive view of outpatients nicknamed as “Medical
Explorer” has been developed. The information can be retrieved quickly by one left mouse click at the circle of

















































図５ Prescription Knowledge Tool
As the clinical decision making supporting system, we have developed the application which showed the
combination of drugs prescribed by a doctor for previous six months, by other doctors, or for a certain patient.
Figure 5 shows the prescription of the combination including prednisolon. The partial or full combination of the
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